We study the pseudo-Hermitian interaction in relativistic quantum mechanics by considering a couple of examples. In both systems the energy spectrum is completely real and all the other features of non-relativistic pseudoHermitian formulation are present. The 'pseudo-continuity' equations for 'pseudo-probability density' in both relativistic as well as in non-relativistic pseudo-Hermitian theories have been derived in a mathematically compact way.
Introduction
Non-Hermitian quantum mechanics has recently created a lot of interest. This is due to the observation by Bender and Boettcher [1] that with properly defined boundary conditions, the spectrum of the system described by the Hamiltonian H = p 2 +x 2 (ix) ν , ν ≥ 0 is real positive and discrete. The reality of the spectrum is a consequence of unbroken PT (combined Parity[P] & Time reversal [T] ) invariance of the Hamiltonian, [H, P T ]ψ = 0 and the spectrum becomes partially complex when the PT symmetry is broken spontaneously [2, 3] .
This new result has given rise to growing interest in the literature [2] - [23] . Past few years many non-Hermitian but PT symmetric systems have been investigated including (i) quantum mechanics of single particle in one space dimension [1] - [11] , (ii) exactly solvable many particle quantum systems in one space dimension [12] - [17] , (iii) field theoretic models [18, 19] . To develop a consistent quantum theory for these systems, one encounters severe difficulties [20, 21] . Particularly, the eigenstates of PT symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, with real eigenvalues only, do not satisfy standard completeness relations. More importantly the eigenstates have negative norms if one takes the natural inner product associated with such systems defined as
These problems are overcome by introducing a new symmetry [C], analogous to charge conjugation symmetry, associated with all such systems with equal number of negative and positive norm states [22, 23] . This allows to introduce an inner product structure associated with CPT conjugate as
for which the norms of the quantum states are positive definite and one gets usual completeness relation. As a result, the Hamiltonian and its eigenstates can be extended to complex domain so that the associated eigenvalues are real and underlying dynamics is unitary. Thus we have a fully consistent quantum theory for non-Hermitian but PT invariant systems.
In an alternative approach [24] - [26] , it has been shown that the reality of the spectrum of a non-Hermitian system is due to so called pseudo-Hermiticity properties of the Hamiltonian. A Hamiltonian is called η pseudoHermitian if it satisfies the relation
where η is any arbitrary linear Hermitian operator. All PT symmetric nonHermitian systems are pseudo-Hermitian where parity operator plays the role of arbitrary linear operator. However there are many pseudo-Hermitian systems with completely real spectrum which are not PT symmetric [27] - [29] . In the formulation of pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanics, the scalar product is defined as 4) to get rid of the conceptual difficulties arise in such theories. Equation (1.2) which defines the scalar product in case of non-Hermitian PT invariant theory is a special case of Eq. (1.4) [30] . If the Hamiltonian is diagonalizable and has a real and discrete spectrum, it is always possible to find a positive definite η [31] such that the norms of all the eigenstates become positive definite and they satisfy usual completeness relation. Hence, again we have completely consistent quantum theory for the pseudo-Hermitian systems.
However, most of the previous works in the pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanics have been carried out in the non-relativistic framework 3 . The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanics for relativistic systems. Here we consider a couple of examples of pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian and show that the energy spectrum obtained by solving corresponding Dirac equation is also real. In the first example, we study the famous Rashba interaction 4 [35] with imaginary coupling which is pseudo-Hermitian with respect to parity operator. We consider a Dirac particle in 1+1 dimension, moving under arbitrary scalar pseudo-Hermitian interaction in other example. We have also considered the issue of nonconservation of probability current for a non-Hermitian system [37] . We derive 'pseudo-continuity' equation for 'pseudo position probability density' 5 in a mathematically compact way for both relativistic as well as in nonrelativistic pseudo-Hermitian theories. These pseudo-continuity equations remain form invariant with modified definition of scalar product.
This paper is arranged as follows. In section II, we consider the motion of a Dirac particle in the x-y plane experiencing Rashba interaction with imaginary coupling. The pseudo-Hermitian scalar interaction of Dirac particle in 1+1 dimension will be discussed in section III. In section IV, we define position probability density (ρ) and probability current density (J) according to the modified definition of scalar product in both relativistic and non-relativistic pseudo-Hermitian theories and derive the 'pseudo-continuity' equations. Last section reveals for conclusion and summary.
Dirac equation with Rashba interaction
We consider the motion of a particle in the x-y plane described by the Hamiltonian
where the last term (with real λ 1 ) is known as the Rashba interaction term. This type of interaction is widely used to discuss spin Hall effect [36] in nonrelativistic formulation. However, the Hamiltonian is no longer Hermitian if we consider the λ 1 is complex. Further it can be shown that this Hamiltonian is a parity pseudo-Hermitian when λ 1 (≡ iλ) is pure imaginary .
where P (= βe iφ ) is parity operator in Dirac theory. (σ × p) ·ẑ changes sign under parity transformation
as under parity: σ → σ, p → −p,ẑ → −ẑ and β anti-commutes with σ x , σ y . Now we solve the Dirac equation Hψ = Eψ for this system to find the energy eigenvalues. To do that we consider the wave function in terms of components, ψ = φ χ and restrict ourselves to 2-dimension only. Further, we consider the particular representation of Dirac matrices in 2-dimension
Then the Hamiltonian in equation (2.1) can be written as
where p ± = p x ± ip y . The Dirac equation Hψ = Eψ can be written as pair of coupled equations of the components ψ and χ as
On eliminating one component χ in terms of others, we obtain the equation
where ǫ = E 2 −m 2 0 c 4 c 2 −λ 2 . Equation (2.5) can be interpreted as Schrodinger equation for a free particle moving in the x-y plane. The corresponding energy eigenvalues ǫ are given ash(k 2 x + k 2 y ), which are real and positive. Therefore the energy eigenvalues E for the Dirac Hamiltonian for the pseudo-Hermitian system, described in Eq.(2.1), are given by
Thus the energy spectrum for a pseudo-Hermitian [ Rashba interaction with imaginary coupling ] relativistic system is completely real. Same conclusion can be drawn by eliminating other component φ from the Eqs. in (2.4).
Dirac equation with scalar pseudo-Hermitian interaction
Let us consider a Dirac particle of rest mass m 0 subjected to a scalar pseudoHermitian potential V s . The dynamics of such a system can be described by the Hamiltonian
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to one space dimension and we choose the scalar pseudo-Hermitian potential as
where V (x) is an arbitrary real function and assumed to have even parity, V (−x) = V (x), for later convenience. We note that the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3.1) is not Hermitian as V † s = −V s = V s , but it is parity pseudoHermitian, i.e.
where P is the parity operator and in relativistic formulation is given by P = βe iφ . This is so because, cα · p + βm 0 c 2 is a parity invariant term and
where we have chosen a particular representation of Dirac matrices α and β in 1+1 dimension as α x = σ x and β = 1 0 0 -1 , σ x is the first of Pauli's 2 × 2 spin matrices. 1+1 dimensional Dirac equation for the system can be written as
By considering ψ = φ χ , the above equation can be written in component form
By eliminating χ from the above coupled differential equations, we obtain
where
Eq. (3.7) is nothing but non-relativistic Schrodinger equation for a particle of mass m = 1 2 subjected to a complex potential U and ǫ is the energy eigenvalues for the particle. Even though the potential U is complex, remarkably it is parity pseudo-Hermitian as
Note we have assumed V (−x) = V (x). Hence ǫ is completely real [24] . The energy eigenvalues of the relativistic particle is given in terms of ǫ by
Now if ǫ is positive, the whole spectrum of the relativistic particle is real without any restriction. On the other hand, if ǫ is negative i.e. ǫ = −|ǫ|, then also the spectrum is real provided |ǫ| < m 2 0 c 4 . Exactly similar conclusion can be drawn by eliminating φ from the equations (3.5) and (3.6).
Pseudo-Continuity Equations
In usual quantum mechanics with Hermitian Hamiltonian, the probability current density (J) is conserved and it satisfies usual continuity equation:
However if the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian, then the probability current density is no more conserved. In this section we derive the pseudo-continuity equation for general η pseudo-Hermitian theories both at relativistic as well as non-relativistic cases. If we redefine ρ and J according to the modified definition [Eq. (1.4) ] of scalar product then the continuity equation can be written in the same form as Eq. (4.1). We called these continuity equations as 'pseudo-continuity' equations for pseudo-Hermitian theories. The pseudo probability current density is conserved in both relativistic as well as non-relativistic pseudo-Hermitian theories modulo a positive definite η is contructed .
Non-relativistic case
In usual Hermitian quantum mechanics, ρ and J are defined as
Now let us consider a η-pseudo-Hermitian system described by the Hamiltonian
The complex potential V satisfies the relation 
According to the modified definition of scalar product as given in Eq. (1.4) we define,ρ andJ in pseudo-Hermitian theory as, 
Relativistic Case
We consider a relativistic pseudo-Hermitian system described by the Hamiltonian, 12) where H satisfies H † = ηHη −1 , with η arbitrary linear operator. Since the free Dirac Hamiltonian H 0 is Hermitian, the non-Hermitian potential V must satisfy
The time dependent Dirac equation for the system can be written as
We define probability density and probability current density in relativistic pseudo-Hermitian theory in the following way is not always positive definite for any arbitrary choice of η. However it is always possible to construct a η as shown in Ref. [31] such that position probability is always positive definite.
Conclusion
We have proposed that the pseudo-Hermitian formulation of non-relativistic quantum mechanics can be generalized to relativistic situation. In support of our proposal, we have considered two completely different pseudo-Hermitian interactions in relativistic quantum mechanics. In the first example we have dealt with Rashba interaction with imaginary coupling which plays an important role in studying spin Hall effect [36] . This interaction is shown to be pseudo-Hermitian and the complete spectrum which we obtain by solving Dirac equation on the plane is real. It will be interesting to see whether the solutions of imaginary Rashba interaction lead to any new consequence in the study of spin Hall effect. Scalar pseudo-Hermitian interaction has been constructed with a arbitrary real function in 1+1 dimension and is shown that the spectrum is real by solving corresponding Dirac equation. The probability current density is not conserved in usual quantum mechanics when the Hamiltonian of the system is not Hermitian. We have defined 'pseudo-position probability density' and 'pseudo-probability current density' consistent with modified definition of scalar product in the pseudoHermitian theories. We have shown, that the 'pseudo-continuity' equation
for 'pseudo-probability density current' remains form invariant and can be written in a mathematically compact way in both relativistic as well as non-relativistic formulation of the pseudo-Hermitian quantum theory. The 'pseudo-probability current density' with modified definition of scalar product is conserved in both relativistic and non-relativistic pseudo-Hermitian theories modulo a positive definite η is found.
